
CARDIFF v. B KNSLKY. 

Cardiff City, in the hooped stockings, are at home 

to Barnsley for the fourth round of the Cup - and the visitors 

are off to a flying start, with left-winger LcCazrn taking a long 

shot at goal - but it's over the bar. 

Kaye centres, and once again McCann is there - and 

shoo ts - but centre half kail ay heads - now Edgar tries! 

Goalie Vearncorabe gathers it in the nick of time, and 

clears* And now the Barnsley goal's under attack - Gerry Kitchens 

races in - and goalie Hough saves handsomely! 

Early in the second half the ball comes again in to 

Gerry Kitchens - he beats Swift and Holmes and runs in towards the 

goal - he shoots but Hough gathers it safely. 

It looks as though Cardiff have shot their bolt. Barnsley 

centre forward Chappell has a quick tussle with Mallcy - beats him - and 

starts an attack. 

And there's no one to back him up! But Barnsley are soon 

on the attack again - right half Bartlett captures the ball and dioots 

a beauty! So it's victory for Barnsley! 
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BLACKPOOL v. EUIHAM. 

Over to Blackpool for another fourth round game. 
Fulham are the visitors. Looks as though somebody's trying to 
steal our thunder - but on with the game. Blackpool, in white 
shorts, kick off; Jim Kelly has the ball, and he beats his man. 

Mudie takes it in - and it's a goal! What a 
shock for Fulham! 

But there are more shocks to come, as Stanley 
Matthews plants a beauty for Jackie Mudie to do it again! Blackpool 
two up in two minutes! 

But Fulham aren't disheartened, and soon they're 
pressing on the right wii%. Jinny Hill has the ball - he beats left 
bade David Frith - a square pass to Lowe - and it's in! Blackpool 
two, Fulham one! 

Lowe has it again - he passes to Johnny Haynes. 

Haynes to Roy Bentley - and Fulham sweep in again for 
thee equaliser! 

Now maestro Matthews tries to give Blackpool an opening 
to recover their lead. Durie cracks it in - that was a near one! 

From a corner, Blackpool are attacking again. Ian Black 
fails to clear. Taylor kicks over his head to Perry - and Mudie 
completes his hat-trick! 

So the first half ends with Blackpool leading by three 
goal to two. In the second half, and the home team are soon putting 
on the pressure again and the irrespressible Mudie gets his fourth! 

From now on the game is fast and furious. Fulham do their 
best to counter-attack. Left-winger Tosh Chamberlain leads an assault 
on the Blackpool goal which very nearly comes off. Fen ton slips, but 
Boy Gratrlx helps to save it, and George Farm clears. 

And now it's Stan Matthews himself #10 gets number five 
for Blackpool - by inches! 

Some people are never satisfied - so David Durie shoots 
a final goal to make it a six-two victory, leaving no doubt about 
Blackpool's place in the fifth round! 


